28. Accessing and Using Dataset in Beyond 20/20

The Beyond 20/20 tables contain all data that are available in the CID.

One of the advantages of Beyond 20/20 tables is that they can be customized and downloaded. Columns, rows, indicators and geography can be changed and manipulated to create the most useful table.

The Beyond 20/20 data tables can be accessed by clicking on the Full dataset in Beyond 20/20 link located on the lower right hand side of the map interface.

A Beyond 20/20 table will open at the geographic level that is on the CID map, in this case, at the Census Subdivision (community) level.

The Beyond 20/20 table will open at the Census Division, Economic Region, or Province/Territory level if that is the geography displayed on the CID map.
To change the language of the table, click Français.

Click the help tab to view the Beyond 20/20 help section.

The help section provides a comprehensive list of help topics. Click the Index tab for the complete list of help topics. You can also search for a help topic. Click the selected indicators tab to return to your table.
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Introduction to WDS

In this section:
Getting Started
The Toolbar
The Tabs
Actions menus (Intro to WDS)
Report Views (Intro to WDS)
Dimensions (Intro to WDS)
Click to access Beyond 20/20 video tutorials. There are four video tutorials to choose from.

Beyond 20/20 tables are interactive. You can change what appears as a column and what appears as a row. In the example below, the indicators dimension was clicked and then dragged onto the geography dimension.

This resulted in the indicators dimension moving from a column to a row, and the geography dimension moving from a row to a column.
Click ‘Year’ to change the year or years of data that appear in the table. Click the checkmark to remove or add a year to the table.

Click ‘Indicators’ to change which indicators appear in the table. The check mark will select all indicators from the table, the ‘x’ will clear all indicators from the table. Click the checkmark to remove or add indicators to the table.
Selecting  will return you to a table with the selected indicators.

Click ‘Geography’ to change the geography that appears in the table. The check mark will select all geographies from the table, the ‘x’ will clear all geographies from the table.
The ▶ will expand the available geographies to choose from. The ▼ collapses the available geographies to choose from. Click the □ to remove or add geographies to the table.

Selecting □ will return you to a table with the selected geographies.
Selecting ![chart_icon] will create charts from your customized tables. Click on a chart to enlarge it.

Selecting ![chart_icon] will return you to the table view.

To download the data in your table, click ‘Actions’, ‘Download report data’, and choose a format for the download.
You can save your customized tables on a password protected area of our server by clicking ‘Actions’, ‘Save Report to my Reports’.
You will be prompted to sign in. If you do not have an account, click the ‘Register’ link.

You must sign in to save a report

User name: 
Password: 

Sign in | Register

Fill in the required fields to complete the registration. All information is kept confidential and will not be shared.

All fields must be completed
User name: 
Password: 
Retype password to confirm: 
First name: 
Last name: 
Company or organization: 
Email: 

Register
Once you are signed in, enter a title for your table and click save. Your table will be saved on our server and you can access it at any time in the future.

To access your table, click 'Reports', 'My Reports', and click your table.

Selecting ☐ will return you to the CID map.

Selecting ☐ will bring you to the login page where you can retrieve your saved tables.

Selecting ☐ will open a new page with information notes about an indicator.